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GENERAL FUND PROBABLE OUTTURN 2008/09 
 
The General Fund probable outturn for 2008/09 is as follows: 
 
 Current 

Budget  
Probable 
Outturn 

 
   
        £’000 £’000 

Managing Director  2,331,410  2,143,120 
Executive  4,959,490 5,036,800 
Regeneration                                                       2,775,950 2,686,930 
Strategic                                             3,283,240 3,575,750 
 -----------------

13,350,090    
----------------- 

13,442,600 
   
   
         Employee Vacancy Factor                            35,390 0 
         Support to Other Funds (940,000) (950,000) 
 ----------------- ----------------- 
 12,445,480 12,492,600 
 ----------------- ----------------- 
 
 
The projected net expenditure on the General Fund for 2008/09 is 
£12,492,600. This exceeds the current budget by £47,120. The current 
budget assumes a contribution to balances of £43,921; the net projected 
overspend means that a contribution from balances of £3,199 would be 
required.   
 
The report to Cabinet in November 2008 identified a potential contribution 
from reserves of £153,192 but this has now been reduced to £3,199, largely 
due to a successful rating appeal for the civic centre, backdated to 2005/2006. 
 
The significant variances on the current budget are: 
 
Interest receivable – reduced income £100,000 
 
With very low interest rates in the second half of the year, an 
underachievement on income of £100,000 is expected. 
 
Communications - reduced income £24,000 
 
The merging of the Theatre Marketing Team and post deletion led to team 
priorities being focused on the team integration and seamless transition of 
activities to ensure no loss of income to the theatre.  This, combined with the 
downturn in the economy, has meant insufficient resources have been 
available to pursue the limited opportunities for the selling of advertising 
space in the Council’s publications. 
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Concessionary Fares – reduced expenditure £230,000 
 
The latest estimate of the cost of reimbursing bus operators for the free 
national bus travel concession is £1m. This represents reduced provision from 
the original estimate in the budget of £230,000. The original provision was set 
at a prudent level due to uncertainty over costs. The change of operating 
hours following the KCC decision and their funding of this further complicated 
the estimation of costs. 
 
Corporate Land and Properties – net overspend £30,000 
 
The budget for estates income is £689,710 and the current projection is 
£677,510.  There have been two major rent reviews ongoing this year and the 
projection incorporates the latest view on both of these reviews.   
 
In addition to the reduction in income, there is additional expenditure of 
approximately £18,000 in relation to Enterprise House; £15,000 of this is for 
NNDR. 
 
Environmental Cleansing – reduced expenditure £20,000 
 
The Council’s policy on the removal of graffiti has been very successful with a 
reduction in demand and also costs this year of £20,000.   
 
Land Charges – reduced income £148,000 
 
The reasons for the shortfall in income are due to very low activity in the 
housing market and the impact of the introduction of Home Information 
Packs.  Home Information Packs are more likely to be compiled by Personal 
Search Companies who do not undertake full official searches.  
 
Development Control – increased income £136,000 
 
This is mainly due to the restructuring of fees by Central Government. The 
largest application received was for £191,830 for the Lowfield Street planning 
application. There have also been unexpected legal and consultancy fees of 
over £45,000 for the transport tariff test case, reducing the net 
overachievement of income.  
 
Building Control - reduced net income £44,000 
 
It is projected that income will be £79,000 less than budget. However this is 
accompanied by various small underspends, the highest of which is on 
contracted services. Building Control is one of the first services to be affected 
by a downturn in the economy. 
 
 
 
 
Acacia – increased expenditure £48,000 
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As part of the 2008/09 budget review process, £50,000 was set as a target for 
savings within Acacia’s budgets. This overall saving has not been achieved. 
Although savings have been identified and implemented and increased 
income received/anticipated for the remainder of the year, this is broadly 
offset by anticipated increased expenditure/reduction of income.  If the 
projections are close to the final outturn, the targeted saving of £50,000 will 
not be met. 
 
The main areas of variance are: 
 
Repairs and Maintenance of Buildings:  increased expenditure of £21,000. It 
is anticipated that the total cost of repairs and maintenance to the Acacia site 
will be approximately £21,000 higher than budget.   
 
Utilities: increased expenditure of £12,000. Utility costs are expected to be 
significantly higher, as has been the situation with other areas within the 
Council.   
 
Catering Management, Marquee and Events:  Reduced net income of 
£23,000 was projected in the autumn as fewer events were planned to be 
held this year due to the number of weekends that fell during December and, 
following customer comments, the seating capacity was reduced for functions 
in the marquee.  
 
Site Security:  savings of approximately £27,000 have been achieved through 
reviewing and amending security provision at the site.  
 
Sports Centre:  Increased net income of £34,000.  New equipment was 
installed in the gym in 2007/08 and this has resulted in increased 
subscriptions and usage of the facilities. Another new initiative has been the 
introduction of a rehab instructor by the management company.  Initially this 
has not been cost effective but interest is gaining, with support from 
permanent and casual members.  The Council is hoping to obtain external 
funding to make this scheme profitable in the longer term.      
 

Benefits Payable and Subsidy Receivable – increased expenditure 
£285,000 

 
The gross budget for benefits is just over £25m. Most of this is reimbursed by 
Government subsidy but some areas, particularly benefits paid on temporary 
accommodation for homeless people do not receive full re-imbursement. 
Allowance has also been made for an increase in cases in the second half of 
the year. The projected overspend, identified in October was £193,000, but 
the latest projection is nearer £285,000.     
 
 
 
Car Parks – reduced income £42,000 
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The projection for fees and charges shows a reduction of approximately 
£20,000 in income, reflecting the general downturn in the use of the service 
which is also being experienced by other local authorities.  Many authorities 
are reporting a 5 – 10% downturn.  Fees and charges from the multi-storey 
car park represent £15,000 of the reduction.  The projection for fines and 
costs shows a reduction of approximately £22,000 in income, again reflecting 
a general downturn.   
 
 
Civic Centre – reduced expenditure £206,770 
 
The Council pursued a rating appeal for the RV held against the civic centre.  
This appeal was successful and a significant reduction in the RV has been 
achieved. The refund for previous years' rates and the saving for the current 
financial year net of recharges mean a reduction in the current year of 
£203,000. 
 
Claywood Lane Caravan Site – increased expenditure £18,000 
 
Electricity charges have been running higher than budget and have been 
under investigation by the supplier, although no suspicious causes have been 
uncovered. Expenditure on electricity is expected to outturn at £14,000 
compared with the budget of £7,000.  Cesspool emptying costs are expected 
to outturn at just under £17,000 compared to a budget of £8,000.  
 
Homelessness – increased net expenditure £193,000  
 
The current projected outturn for 2008/2009 is £193,300 over budget.  

Overall, expenditure on homelessness strategies is expected to outturn at 
£854,000 against a budget of £310,000; this is mitigated by the receipt of 
Housing benefit, which reduces the overspend to an expected £193,000. The 
use of the Dartford Private Sector Scheme (DPLS) to house homeless 
households is prioritised as much as possible as this is almost revenue 
neutral (the Council, as landlord, receives HB on behalf of the tenant), 
however there still aren’t enough of these properties available to the Council, 
and it is still necessary to place households in B&B accommodation.  

Employee vacancy factor 
 
The budget for the employee vacancy factor was £325,000 and this has 
already been achieved with further savings of £35,390. These savings arose 
mainly in the first part of the year when some senior posts were vacant. 
 
 


